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Abstract
So-called “trivial” software patents undermine the patenting system and are detrimental for innovation. In this paper we use
a case-based approach to get a better understanding of this phenomenon. First, we establish a baseline for studying the relation
between software development and intellectual property rights by formulating a life cycle for the patenting system as well as three
variations of the software life cycle: the defensive patent-aware software life cycle that prevents patent infringements, the more
offensive patent-based software life cycle that aims both at preventing infringements and at creating new patents, and the IPR-based
software life cycle that considers all forms of protection of intellectual property rights including copyright and secrecy.
Next, we study an application for a software patent concerning the inequality operator and a granted European patent on memory
management. We also briefly mention other examples of trivial patents. These examples serve to clarify the issues that arise when
integrating patents in the software life cycle.
In an extensive discussion, we cover the difference between expression and idea, the role of patent claims, software patents
versus computer implemented inventions, the role of prior art, implications of software patents for open source software, for
education, and for government-funded research. We conclude the discussion with the formulation of an “integrity axiom” for
software patent authors and owners and sketch an agenda for software patent research.
We conclude that patents are too important to be left to lawyers and economists and that a complete reinterpretation of the
patenting system from a software engineering perspective is necessary to understand all ramifications of software patents. We end
with explicit conclusions and policy recommendations.
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1. Background
For many years, there have been concerns in the Unites States (US) about the possibilities of patenting “trivial”
software techniques and business methods. The patenting laws in the European Union (EU) have always been more
restrictive than their US counterparts, but in the discussion about the recently rejected EU directive about patenting
computer implemented inventions (CII), or software patents for short, the level of triviality of a software patent has
become a focal point in the debate: does a patent lay claims on techniques that are generally considered to be common
knowledge or does the patent claim a real invention?
One should be carefull with the term “trivial patent” itself. Informally, it means a patent that describes a small but
insignificant advance over the state of the art, but in a strict, legal, sense it means “novel, but obvious” (US) or “novel,
but lacking an inventive step” (Europe). As we will see, many software patents that are usually called trivial are not
even that: they are non-novel and are anticipated by prior art.
As part of a 3 year European Commission (EC) study on the effects of software patents on innovation we are
involved in a multi-disciplinary effort to understand the effects of software patents. These effects are studied from
legal, economical, and computer science perspectives. The goal of the current paper is to study trivial software patents
from a computer science perspective and to make a contribution to the discussion among experts from the three
disciplines just mentioned. For economic effects we refer to [21,11] and for legal aspects to [32,5].
Software patenting is a relatively new topic for both authors, as it probably is for most software engineers and
computer scientists. For completeness, we mention that both signed a petition to the European Parliament [33]. The
second author has acted as speaker on a conference about the topic [13] (later adopted as the point of view of the
Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences) and has written a column about it [24]. Our professional interest in the topic
stems from a long involvement in software engineering research ranging from study of the software life cycle [10],
concepts of programming languages [9], theory, design and use of software components [6–8], generic language
technology [12] and program analysis [23]. Both authors have cooperated in setting up theMSc curriculum in Software
Engineering at the University of Amsterdam, now organized in cooperation withMark van de Brand of the Hogeschool
van Amsterdam and taught in cooperation with Hans van Vliet from the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam. Software
patenting is therefore a major concern for us.
The plan of the paper is as follows. First, we start exploring how what seems to be a huge distance between the
world of patents and the world of software engineering can be bridged. First we design in Section 2 a life cycle
for the patenting process and next we make a connection between patents and software engineering by designing a
patent-based software engineering life cycle (Section 3).
Given this conceptual framework, we study recent examples of software patents in order to get a better perspective
on the implications for these software life cycles. In Section 4 we describe a recent patent application that might
be a candidate for the predicate “trivial software patent”. In Section 5 we present various views on this application.
In Section 6 we briefly analyze a European patent on memory allocation and conclude that its novelty is strongly
debatable. Next, we mention in Section 7 other trivial patents, both from the US and from Europe. A discussion
(Section 8) and conclusions (Section 9) complete the paper.
2. The patent life cycle
It is important to describe the phases of the patenting process in such a manner that they become recognizable for
the software engineer. We conjecture that the Patent Life Cycle shown in Fig. 1 is a fair representation of this process.
It consists of the following phases:
• An applicant applies for a patent.
• The applicant can decide to withdraw the application.
• The Patent Office can either grant or reject the application.
• The applicant can appeal against this decision and a reject decision may be changed into a grant decision.
• The applicant of a granted patent becomes the holder of the patent.
• A granted patent may be challenged by another party. This may lead to revocation of the patent.
• The patent holder may act on infringement of its patent.
• The patent holder may license its patent to another party.
• The patent holder may extend its patent periodically.
• The patent expires after a maximal duration.
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Fig. 1. The patent life cycle: from filing to expiration.
It is open for debate whether this abstraction of the patenting process can be used in the EU as well as in the US
and Japan. However, since software developers have to be aware of potential patent infringements, independent of the
source of the patent, such an abstraction of the patenting process is essential. This is relevant for developers of both
commercial software and open source software.
The IsNot patent to be discussed later on in Section 4 is in the application phase, for all other patents mentioned in
this paper we have explicitly indicated their status.
3. Baseline: An IPR-based software engineering life cycle
The next step is to make a connection between the patenting process – or rather Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
in general – and software engineering practices.
3.1. The software life cycle
In software engineering, the software life cycle is a frequently used manner of organizing the software development
process. Fig. 2 shows a strongly simplified version of the life cycle taken from a standard textbook [37]. It consists of
the following phases:
• Requirements engineering: collect the requirements and expectations from the future owners and users of the
system.
• Design: translate the requirements into a specification that describes the global architecture and functionality of the
system.
• Implementation: build the system. This amounts to transforming the design into software source code.
• Testing: test that the implemented system conforms to the specification.
• Maintenance: install, maintain and gradually improve the system.
It should be emphasized that the software life cycle covers design and construction of a software product as well as
its use. Each phase contains a Validation and Verification (V&V) sub-phase in which the quality of the deliverables of
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Fig. 2. The software life cycle.
Fig. 3. The defensive patent-aware software life cycle.
that phase is controlled. Also note the backward arrows that make this into a real “cycle”: it is possible to discover in
later phases that decisions made in a previous phase have to be revised.
We will now proceed in three steps. First, a defensive patent-aware software life cycle is sketched that ensures that
the software development organization does not infringe patents of third parties. Next, a more offensive patent-based
software life cycle is described that also considers the options to file patent applications for knowledge that has been
generated in each phase of the life cycle. Finally, the IPR-based Software Life Cycle extends the previous one to all
IPR options: secrecy, copyrights and patents.
3.2. The patent-aware software life cyle
In Fig. 3, we sketch a patent-aware software life cycle in which an extra sub-phase is added that performs patent
validation. This generates immediately many unsolved questions. For each phase one may wonder:
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Fig. 4. The offensive patent-based software life cycle.
• Is it possible to infringe patents in this phase?
• If so, how can one find such infringements?
• How can such infringements be resolved?
The patent-aware software life cycle is a defensive step that any commercial or open source software development
process should adopt. Clearly the costs for software development will increase significantly.
3.3. The patent-based software life cycle
It is, however, possible to go one step further. In Fig. 4 we sketch a patent-based software life cycle in which
yet another sub-phase has been added that performs patent applications whenever possible. We conjecture that this
strategy is only available to the software development organizations with the deepest pockets. For each phase now
further questions apply, such as
• Does this phase generate patentable knowledge?
• Should we file a patent application for this knowledge?
• Are there other means to avoid this knowledge generating an advantage for our competitors?
In many large software development organizations there exist “Chinese walls” between software developers and
patent attorneys. This is not only the case for large commercial organizations but also for large open source projects
like the Apache Foundation. The rationale being that the less software developers know about patents the stronger the
position of the organization is in legal disputes. Implementation of the patent-based software life cycle may require
similar measures. Of course, such measures completely defeat one of the primary goals of the patent system, i.e.,
knowledge dissemination.
3.4. The IPR-based software life cycle
The final step is the IPR-based software life cycle sketched in Fig. 5 that takes all aspects of IPR into account
during software development. For each phase the questions now become:
• Does this phase violate copyrights of others? If so, remove those violations.
• Does this phase infringe patents? If so, negotiate a license with the patent holder or take technical measures to
avoid the infringements.
• Does this phase generate valuable knowledge? If so, consider the following three options:
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Fig. 5. Considering all options: the IPR-based software life cycle.
– Keep the knowledge secret and take appropriate legal or technical measures to achieve this.
– Establish copyrights on this knowledge.
– File patent applications for this knowledge.
These questions form a comprehensive description of the IPR policy one would expect of the biggest, multi-national,
software development organizations.
3.5. Discussion
These extended software life cycles already raise many fundamental questions that are not easy to answer:
• Is it possible to use these extended software life cycles in such a way that they comply with the major patenting
systems world wide?
• How can the software engineering knowledge that is hidden in the patent data bases be made accessible for software
engineers?
• Is it possible to a give an operational definition of a patent infringement that can be used by software engineers?
• For each of the phases of the software life cycle (requirements engineering, design, implementation, testing and
maintenance) the following questions should be answered:
– How is knowledge in this phase represented?
– Where can prior art for this phase be found?
– How can patent infringements in this phase be identified?
– How can patent infringements in this phase be resolved?
We expect that the answers to these questions will widely differ for each phase.
• What are the technical implications for software development when using these extended software life cycles?
• What are the economic implications of the extended software life cycles?
We will come back to these questions in the remainder of this paper and in Section 8.10 we will propose a research
agenda.
We will now relate the high-level discussion in the previous sections to the daily practice of software patents by
studying several examples.
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4. The IsNot patent application
OnMay 14, 2003 the three Microsoft employees Paul A. Vick Jr. (technical lead for Visual Basic), Cosica Corneliu
Barsan (member of the Visual Basic compiler team), and Amanda K. Silver (program manager on the Visual Basic
compiler team) filed United States Patent Application #437822 with the title “IS NOT OPERATOR”. The abstract of
the IsNot patent application (as we will call it) reads as follows:
A system, method and computer-readable medium support the use of a single operator that allows a comparison
of two variables to determine if the two variables point to the same location in memory.
The 8 page application consists of 24 claims followed by a description of the background of the invention, and
detailed descriptions of illustrative embodiments. The first 5 claims of the application read as follows:
What is claimed:
1. A system for determining if two operands point to different locations in memory, the system comprising:
a compiler for receiving source code and generating executable code from the source code, the source code
comprising an expression comprising an operator associated with a first operand and a second operand, the
expression evaluating to true when the first operand and the second operand point to different memory locations.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the compiler is a BASIC-derived programming language compiler.
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the operator is IsNot.
4. The system of claim 1, wherein the compiler comprises a scanner, a parser, an analyzer and an executable-
generator.
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the source code comprises at least one statement, and the statement comprises
a keyword representing the operator, the keyword recognized by the scanner.
The remaining 19 claims go into more details such as the parser determining that the operator is preceeded and
followed by an operand, the fact that error messages are generated when the IsNot keyword or one of its operands are
missing, the fact that executable code is generated, and so on and so forth.
The patent application describes that the invention can be used in exemplary computing environments ranging from
PC, handhelds, servers, automatic teller machines, and more. The application also sketches in detail the hardware
architecture of a typical PC using the invention. The application also explicitly states (in paragraph [0050]) the
following:
It will be recognized that although in the examples, the operator is designated as “IsNoT”, the invention is not
so limited. Any suitable case sensitive or case insensitive tag for the operator is contemplated by the invention,
such as, but not limited to “Is Not”, “isnot”, “Isnot”, “Is Not”, “is not” and so on.1
5. Analysis of the IsNot patent application
5.1. IsNot is a trivial software patent
A lawyer or other non-specialist may be impressed by the clever invention described in the IsNot application, but
each first-year computer science student will recognize what it is about: this is the inequality operator between pointer
values as is known from many different programming languages ranging from the Branch Not Equal instruction BNE
in PDP11 assembly language [14] to the not equal operator .NE. in Fortran [3] or the not equal operator != in C [22],
Java [19] or C# [16].
For a computer scientist, the idea of having a single operator for comparing two pointer values is common
knowledge and the publications cited above constitute prior art.
For a computer scientist, granting this patent application will have devastating effects since it will cover a
large majority of the software worldwide and will completely block any further software development or at least
dramatically increase development costs due to licensing.
In a strict sense, the claims in this patent application are non-novel and they are anticipated by prior art.
Colloquially, this would be called a trivial patent.
1 It seems that the two occurrences of “Is Not” are a typo in the application.
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5.2. IsNot is not a trivial software patent
We find it hard to believe that the highly skilled software developers at Microsoft (or their well-known colleagues
at Microsoft Research) are unaware of the prior art mentioned above. It is also striking that prior art occurs in one of
Microsoft’s own products (the language C#). One is tempted to speculate about the intentions of the applicants and
their sponsors with this particular patent application. Several possibilities come to mind:
• They think that the subject matter is new and this should be the default assumption. This raises the question
whether there exists (or should exist) a form of “patent etiquette” that assumes that applicants truly consider their
invention as new. According to Park [29], there is no explicit duty of disclosing prior art in the European Patent
Office, whereas the Patent Offices in the US and Japan require the applicant to disclose the closest prior art that
he acknowledges when the patent application is filed. In the US this is done in a separately filed “Information
Disclosure Statement” (IDS). See Section 8.9 for a further discussion of this topic.
• They find that the matter of trivial patents and determining prior art need clarification and that filing a patent
application is the fastest road to achieve this goal, independent of the likelihood of acceptance. This defines the
future options for patenting relatively simple inventions. When rejected, the application builds up prior art and may
be used to provide indemnity to clients against intellectual property claims.
What if our first analysis from a computer science perspective is too naive? Is it still possible to discover some
form of innovation or hidden meaning in this application that merits its acceptance? We see the following possibilities
for this:
• The patent application is about the specific naming of the comparison operator. This is suggested by the explicit
phrase in the patent application we cited above: “Any suitable case sensitive or case insensitive tag for the operator
is contemplated by the invention, such as, but not limited to . . . ”. This would mean that the application is not about
the idea of an inequality operator but about the specific form of that operator. In this way, the application would
establish a form of copyright on the operator name “IsNot”.
• The specific context of BASIC is the substance of the application. This also makes finding prior art hard.
• By patenting this specific operator in BASIC, alternative implementations of the language can be discouraged, or
at least interoperability is hindered.
• Although claim 1 of the patent application is broader than any of the preceeding three possibilities, the patent
applicant may have written claim 1 for the strategic reason of giving the patent examiner an easy claim to reject,
thereby leaving the remaining (narrower) claims and providing the examiner with a feeling of having done his job.
• The patent application is not concerned with the IsNot operator or the inequality operator at all. They just serve
as a smoke screen to hide an idea in one of the 23 other claims. Is the patent about giving an error message
when an operand of the IsNot operator is missing? Is this patent about BASIC-compilers using a certain compiler
organization? As far as we can judge these claims describe common practices in compiler construction and
language implementation and cannot be considered to be inventions. This does, however, not mean that it is easy
to find prior art since most of the claims are very specific and may not occur in the literature. We invite the reader
to investigate these claims and to challenge our analysis.
• The application has yet another meaning, for instance, challenging the patenting system. In this case, we really
congratulate the applicants for their brilliant contribution. Some implications are further discussed in the remainder
of the paper.
5.3. Our opinion
Our opinion about the IsNot patent application can be summarized as follows:
• The IsNot patent application would, when granted, lead to a trivial patent and its inventive step does not differentiate
itself from the manifest prior art given above. It is hard to understand why this application would be granted. When
granted, this patent could indeed be very harmful for further development.
• In a similar fashion as each scientific publication needs a rationale, we miss a rationale for this patent application.
• It is undesirable that others would have the obligation to find prior art. Given the fact that US patent applications
are required to disclose prior art, it is at least curious that this application gives none.
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• It is unclear what an infringement of this patent (when granted) would mean. Is the design of a programming
language that contains an inequality operator an infringement? Is every program that uses an inequality operator
an infringement? Is the mere notion of an inequality test in any form an infringement?
• We don’t see a convincing argument why a major company would need this patent, apart from tactical
considerations where this patent may clearly play a role.
• Is this a typical patent application? It could be argued that this patent application is one of a kind, and that our
analysis of it is thus irrelevant. Although we agree that this is one specific example of a trivial patent application,
it is an application from a large firm with a large patent practice, and certainly sufficient resources to determine
whether an “invention” is trivial, and to identify prior art, prior to submitting a patent application. So we believe
that if IsNot may not be a typical patent application, it is certainly potentially typical.
6. Analysis of a European patent on memory allocation
We claim that a patent application is part of the patent life cycle (see Section 2) and is thus part of the open literature
and should be publicly discussed and scrutinized for novelty and compliance with prior art. One may counter that
the IsNot application may very well be rejected. From a European perspective, one may also counter that such an
application would never be accepted by the European Patent Office (EPO). Therefore, we will also briefly analyze a
patent granted by the EPO that we consider to be debatable.
On June 1, 1998, European Patent #817044 on “Memory allocation in a multithreaded environment” was granted
to Sun Microsystems Inc. (US) with Nakhimovsky Gregory listed as inventor. The abstract reads:
A method of allocating memory in a multithreaded (parallel) computing environment in which threads running
in parallel within a process are associated with one of a number of memory pools of a system of memory. The
method includes the steps of establishing memory pools in the system memory, mapping each thread to one of
the memory pools; and for each thread, dynamically allocating user memory blocks from the associated memory
pool. The method allows any existing memory management malloc (memory allocation) package to be converted
to a multithreaded version so that multithreaded processes are run with greater efficiency.
The 8 page application consists of 21 claims followed by a description of the invention and preferred embodiments.
The first 6 claims read as follows:
Claims of EP0817044
1. A method of allocating memory in a multithreaded computing environment in which a plurality of threads run
in parallel within a process, each thread having access to a system memory, the method comprising: establishing
a plurality of memory pools in the system memory; mapping each thread to one said plurality of memory pools;
and for each thread, dynamically allocating user memory blocks from the associated memory pool.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of dynamically allocating memory blocks includes designating the
number of bytes in the block desired to allocate.
3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of preventing simultaneous access to a memory pool by
different threads.
4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of establishing a memory pool for each thread comprises
allocating a memory buffer of a preselected size.
5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of dynamically increasing the size of the memory pool by
allocating additional memory from the system memory in increments equal to the preselected size of the buffer
memory.
6. The method of claim 4 wherein the preselected size of the buffer is 64 Kbytes.
The remaining 15 claims go into more details about the specific data structure to represent the memory pool and
the memory blocks, and about the deallocation of blocks as well as their merger after deallocation.
Although the subject matter of this patent is not as astonishingly simple as that of the IsNot example, any computer
scientist will see what this is about: memory allocation as it occurs in operating system kernels and concurrent
applications. A simple way to implement this is to have a single pool of memory blocks that can be claimed by
one of the parallel processes (threads). However, to avoid corruption of the administration of the memory pool, access
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to the memory pool has to be strictly sequential. This is achieved by locking and unlocking the memory pool during
each request. Since this locking introduces a time penalty, the idea formulated in this patent is to use a separate
memory pool per process (thread).
In our opinion the idea to avoid the use of shared variables is trivial. We conjecture that this idea is not new and we
think that there is a proof obligation on the part of the applicants to show how this patent improves upon earlier work
(see Section 8.9).
This patent can have a major impact on the implementation of most, if not all, operating system kernels and its
mere existence poses a threat to further development.
7. Other trivial patents
There are many examples of trivial software patents worldwide.2 Examples are:
• US Patent 4648067: Footnote management for display and printing (IBM, 1987). This patent describes the handling
of footnotes in a text processing system. This is a standard technique that has been used in every text processor
since 1970.
• US Patent 5530794: Method and system for handling text that includes paragraph delimiters of differing formats
(Microsoft, 1996). This patent describes the conversion of text documents from Unix text files to MS Word format
by inserting a carriage return character. Since the characters carriage return (CR) and line feed (LF) were invented,
different operating systems have used them in different ways to end each line. This is a trivial technique that has
been in use ever since.
• US Patent 5175857: System for sorting records having sorted strings each having a plurality of linked elements
each element storing next record address (Toshiba, 1992). This patent describes sorting using linked lists. This is a
standard technique found in every textbook.
• US Patent 6877000: Tool for converting SQL queries into portable ODBC (IBM, 2005): This patent describes how
SQL queries can be translated into queries for the portable database interface ODBC. This obvious technique must
be used by every database system that connects to ODBC.
Many other examples of trivial software patents are known.3 From the fact that the above examples are all US Patents
one might draw the conclusion that the US Patenting Office is more likely to issue trivial software patents. We think
that this is not correct. The explanation is rather that the problem of trivial software patents has been in existence in
the US for over 20 years and that the US patent databases have received more public scrutiny than, for instance, the
European patent database. As an initial proof of this statement we have collected, in a very limited amount of time,
the following European Patents that we consider to be trivial. Some trivial, but expired, patents are:
• European patent 10186: Apparatus for handling tagged pointers (IBM, 1980). This patent describes the addition of
a tag bit to pointers in order to discriminate them from ordinary data. This is an old technique that has been used
in various systems.
• European Patent 97818: Spelling verification method and typewriter embodying said method (IBM, 1984). This
patent describes spell checking.
• European Patent 98959: Method for producing right margin justified text data in a text processing system (IBM,
1984).
More recent examples are4:
• European Patent 698844: Tunnel icon (IBM, 1996). Describes a tunnel-like icon to which the user can drag files
in order to encrypt or decrypt them. This patent is not particularly interesting or harmful but illustrates the level of
detail and specificity the subject matter of a patent can have.
2 In this section we give examples of patents which we suspect to be trivial in nature and merit further study. A meticulous search for prior art is
needed for each example. The fact that a patent is listed here does not imply a final judgment on our part of the patent’s triviality or validity. The
purpose of this section is merely to raise the awareness of potential trivial patents.
3 See, for instance, http://www.base.com/software-patents/examples.html.
4 See http://swpat.ffii.org/patents/samples/index.en.html for a more extensive collection of trivial European patents.
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• European Patent 752695: Method and apparatus for simultaneously displaying graphics and video data on a
computer display (Sun, 1997). This is a common technique for displaying information in a windowing system
that has been in use for many years.
• European Patent 1043659: File signature check (Konami, 2000). This patent describes the use of checksums to
detect whether files in a file system have been changed. This simple technique has already been used by many tools
and is the obvious solution for this problem.
• European Patent 767940: Data pre-fetch for script-based multimedia systems (Intel, 2000). This patent aims at
speeding up the execution of multimedia scripts running in a limited memory client. This is achieved by prefetching
data references that occur in the script.
• European Patent 0195098: System for reproducing information in material objects at a point of sale location (Fpdc
Inc, 1986).
“This invention contemplates a system for reproducing information in material objects at a point of sale location
wherein the information to be reproduced is provided at the point of sale location from a location remote with
respect to the point of sale location, an owner authorization code is provided to the point of sale location in reponse
to receiving a request code from the point of sale location requesting to reproducing predetermined information in
a material object, and the predetermined information is reproduced in a material object at the point of sale location
in response to receiving the owner authorization code”.
This patent (on downloading and burning CDs!) was recently overturned by the UK High Court [28]. As the
EPO did not overturn it, it is unclear whether the High Court would have been able to overturn this if the Directive
that enforced the EPO’s status quo to be uniformly implemented across the EU were in place.
To conclude, we mention some recent patent applications:
• European Patent 1046117: Web browser graphics management (Philips, filed 1999). This patent application
describes a prefetching mechanism for web browsers that has been floating around for many years, for instance in
the Mozilla browser, where it is called link prefetching.
• European Patent 1014627: Constrained shortest path routing method (Lucent, filed 1999). This application
describes an algorithm for shortest path calculation and seems to be a variation on Dijkstra’s algorithm [15].
As already stated, the above examples constitute cases where we suspect that triviality and/or existing prior art
make these patents or patent applications undesirable. Clearly, a public effort should be launched to scrutinize the
European patent data base and look for trivial software patents.5 Another public effort that is badly needed is to set up
a searchable archive of prior art for software.
8. Discussion
8.1. Expression versus idea
The common view on copyright versus patenting is that copyright protects the expression of an idea, while a patent
protects the idea itself. One idea can be expressed in many different ways. In other words, copyright can protect one
specific mystery novel, while a patent on the idea of a mystery novel itself will prevent anybody else writing mystery
novels. The relevant US statute [36] reads as follows:
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirements of this title.
US courts have summarized this principle by stating that patents do not apply to ideas themselves, but to
“implementations” of ideas, intending a broader and more inclusive sense of “implementations” than is commonly
given in the software development community. It is akin to the notion that copyright protects expressions of ideas
rather than ideas themselves [27]. A similar definition can be found in the TRIPS treaty [38] that regulates trade-
related aspects of intellectual property rights:
5 The reader is invited to inspect the Patent WIKI database at http://gauss.ffii.org/GaussFrontPage and do some searching. It includes all patents
issued by the European Patent Office. We can guarantee that there is some entertainment in this.
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. . . patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology,
provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.
Now it happens to be the case that software engineering has its own ideology about the distinction between idea
and expression of that idea. A specification of a software system describes the desired functionality of a system and
defines what is required. The specification leaves open many options how the specified system will be built (the
implementation6 of the system).
For a software engineer, it is hard to understand why software patents (supposed to be about ideas, e.g., specification
level) end up having detailed flowcharts that belong to the implementation level. This raises the issue how software
engineering and the patenting system interfere.
Another observation is that the legal language in patents is about software. Now it also happens to be the case that
the topic of software specification has a long history in computer science and, from a computer science perspective,
the legal descriptions in patents can in no way be classified as such. In that sense patent texts are technically (but,
of course, not legally) unacceptable for software engineers, which has implications for their utility as disclosure
documents.
In our opinion, the patenting literature should take good notice of what is known about describing software systems.
A crucial observation is here that the notion of formally describing an idea does not occur in the software engineering
literature and it will be very hard to achieve this in patent texts. Another observation is that we think that it is
unavoidable that patent texts will become machine processable documents that will form an integral part of software
in a similar fashion as specification, documentation, test cases and the like form an integral part of a software system.
A final, and also crucial, observation is that the requirement that a patent should make a “technical contribution”
is hard to reconcile with software that lives in the realm of logical structures. In this way, software patents have to be
expressed in unnatural ways that lead to under-protection as well as over-protection of certain inventions.
This is eloquently described by Plotkin [30]; he proposes a reinterpretation of the patenting system from a software
perspective. His observation is that there are crucial differences between the invention, description and patenting
of electromechanical devices as compared to software programs. His key observation is that for electromechanical
devices apart from a functional design, deriving a physical structural design is hard and also essential for obtaining
patent protection. In the case of software, the logical structures described by the source code are the end point of
human invention: the step to their physical realization is fully automated. Plotkin’s objectives are the following:
A methodology is proposed for determining how particular areas of law should apply to software. The
methodology asks and answers four questions: (1) What is software?, (2) How does software differ from other
creative works?, (3) How are such differences legally relevant?, and (4) How should the law treat software
in light of such differences? Application of the first half of this methodology reveals that computer programs
have the unique quality of being human-readable and computer-executable instructions that describe actions in
purely logical terms. Application of the second half of this methodology to patent law and the First Amendment
to the US Constitution reveals that software’s unique features violate the law’s assumptions, leading to results
that are at odds with the underlying public policies in each case.
In later work [31] Plotkin proposes software patents in such a way that:
• a software program be claimable solely in terms of its logical structure;
• a software program be patentable if:
– the inventor provides a written description of the claimed logical structure;
– the inventor provides a description that enables one of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the claimed
program without undue experimentation;
– the claimed logical structure has a practical utility;
– the inventor conceives of the claimed logical structure;
– the claimed logical structure is novel and nonobvious; and
• the scope of a software patent claim be limited to products and processes that embody the claimed logical structure.
6 The word “implementation” is a multi-faced sword that may easily cause harm. In a legal sense, as in the previous paragraph, implementation
denotes any method to go from idea towards its realization. Following that meaning, the specification of a software system is already an
implementation of the idea for that system. In a computer science context, implementation always refers to the actual building and realization
of a system in software.
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Other interesting proposals exist for reforming the patent system or for providing other forms of legal protection
for software but they are not further discussed here. A concise summary of the history and current status of software
patentability can be found in [20].
8.2. The role of patent claims
In [26] Lening and Cavicchi say about claims:
A claim is what an inventor is stating to be unique about the invention. The claims become the actual monopoly
granted to the invention. Claims define the scope of protection granted to the invention.
A claim can be independent (it stands by itself and is not dependent on another claim) or dependent (it makes express
reference to a previous claim and depends on it). In the IsNot patent application, claim 1 is an independent claim while
claim 2 is a dependent claim. A patent may also contain descriptions of preferred embodiments but they just serve as
illustration and may at most be used to interpret the claims. A patent may contain both independent and dependent
claims and the question arises what an infringement of a patent means exactly.7 The precise procedure for interpreting
the claims in a patent seems to be an “art” and is a matter of debate among lawyers [4]. This is unsatisfactory from a
software engineering perspective. The patent is “infringed” (violated) if any one or more of the claims (independent
or dependent) are infringed.
The status of claims needs also further clarification in the light of the “expression versus idea” discussion given
earlier in Section 8.1. The question being: what is an infringement? From the perspective of the software engineering
life cycle (Section 3) the following questions need clarification:
• Is infringement possible during requirements engineering?
• Is infringement possible during design?
• Is infringement possible during implementation?
• Is infringement possible during testing?
• Is infringement possible during maintenance?
To be on the safe side, we have assumed in our patent-based software life cycle that the answer to all these questions is
“yes”. However, the nature of such infringements will be completely different, both in their description, appearance,
and discovery.
During requirements engineering and design, only the intended behavior of the system is available. It is for instance,
impossible to observe a running version of the software. Infringements can only be discovered by a deep semantic
comparison between patent text and design documents.
During implementation, the desired behavior is coded as a software program. Now it becomes possible to observe
the behavior of the software by executing it on a computer. It also becomes possible to perform more syntactic
comparisons between patent text and program text.
Software is both human-readable and computer executable, and this makes it unique among patentable artefacts.
8.3. Software patent versus computer implemented invention
We have, so far, spoken about “software patents”. However, the recently rejected EU patent directive speaks about
“computer implemented inventions” (CII) rather than software patent.
It may be maintained that software patents do not exist and that CII is the right phrase to use. We completely
agree that the notion of a computer implemented invention is a meaningful one and that such inventions may be in
need of patenting. In such cases computer programs may be used as an implementation strategy but a pure hardware
implementation may be conceivable as well. In our opinion, all patents discussed in Section 7 are software patents
in a more generic sense. The patent is about how to achieve something by means of running computer executable
programs (software), or even on methods for writing such programs or designing programming languages. None of
these inventions makes any sense outside the realm of programmed computers, and these inventions are about how
7 The same questions can be asked when searching for prior art related to patent applications.
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something may be achieved given that computer programs will be used. A software patent concerns an invention about
a software-based computer implementation, while a computer implemented invention is about an invention that may
be implemented in software.
We cannot imagine that the IsNot patent application could be classified as a computer implemented invention
which may admit a pure hardware embodiment, since this would amount to a single not gate. As a consequence
the mere need to grant patents for clear cases of computer implemented inventions (e.g., the design of novel control
software/hardware for an airbag) should not be taken as an argument that pure software patents do not exist. The
software industry will soon be in a need to deal with a massive number of “true software patents”. A careful
consideration of the rules of that game from a software engineering perspective is necessary to grasp the effects
of the introduction of patent regulations that will generate an abundance of such patents.
8.4. The role of “prior art”
Prior art is defined as the body of prior knowledge relating to the claimed invention, including prior use,
publications and patent disclosures [26]. During the patent life cycle (Section 3), prior art plays a role at different
moments:
• When an application is rejected, the applicant can dispute prior art that is used in the motivation of the rejection.
• When the patent is challenged, the challenger has to produce prior art that invalidates one or more of the claims of
the patent.
• When the patent holder acts on an alleged infringement of its patent by a third party, he must show that the third
party uses results or methods that are claimed by the patent (one could call this “posterior art”).
In the patent application it is usually indicated which previous patents are used or extended. As already discussed
in Section 5.2, only the European Patent Office does not require mention of prior art that is known to the applicant.
We conjecture that in all the three cases mentioned above, the determination of prior art is identical, whether this
is true prior art or posterior art as defined above.
A patent may describe a technique that computer scientists consider to be trivial. Nonetheless, it may turn out to be
very hard to find prior art for it. Well-known techniques cannot be published in a scientific publication for the simple
reason that they are already well-known and do not constitute a new research result. These well-known techniques
may be used in the source code of many software systems, but this does not count as “publication” and cannot be used
to illustrate prior art. At the same time, it may also be the case that they are not covered by any patent and someone
can just file a patent application for this well-known technique.
Ullman [35] is among the most cited computer science researchers world-wide and he describes eloquently
the difficulty of finding prior art for a patent application about matrix triangularization that was later used in an
unsuccessful attempt to bring suit to the large spreadsheet manufacturers.
In disciplines like chemistry and biology the patent literature forms the actual documentation of inventions. For
software the unique situation exists that there is another powerful information source that plays no role in the patent
process: the source code itself. This is a major handicap when searching for prior art. There is evidence that cross-
citation between the patenting literature and the computer science literature is nearly absent [1]. Compared to software
patents, business patents seem to contain relatively more references to the non-patent literature [2]. Nonetheless, the
world of software and the world of patents seem mostly disjoint. From this follows that computer scientists are
currently not well-aware of the patent literature.
We may conclude that it is urgent to find new ways to establish prior art. One way is the creation of public web
sites that solicit and award proofs of prior art. It seems reasonable to include procedures in the patenting system where
the public can submit prior art against patent applications.
Another way for establishing prior art is the patent system itself. Suppose the IsNot application is rejected. This
fact can have a very positive impact: all the claims in the application are considered to be un-patentable and this
blocks future patents on the issues stated in the rejected claims. In this way, a rejected patent application contributes to
building up prior art. It is conceivable that major companies follow this strategy in order to prevent patent applications
by competitors or to provide indemnity to clients against intellectual property claims.
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8.5. Implications for Open Source Software
There has been active opposition from the Open Source Software (OSS) community against the emergence of a
system for software patenting. As discussed earlier in Section 8.2, the assumption that open source software products
allow inspection at a syntactic level does not imply a greater risk for infringement detection. To establish that this
risk would be higher requires a very clear understanding of what constitutes an infringement of a software patent and
how to establish such an infringement. As discussed earlier, exactly this understanding is missing. On the contrary,
OSS producing companies or individuals may often afford to distribute quite vague functional specifications using the
fact that their user community is willing to take some risks and to accept some trial and error, whereas producers of
closed software components need to specify in meticulous detail what is to be expected from their products and this
may even give better clues for those who search for potential patent infringements. We see therefore no reason why
the authors of open source should be more (or less) worried about the potential implications of software patenting for
their business than the authors of closed software, from the perspective of establishing infringement.
It is true, however, that the distributed development model of open source rests upon a legal infrastructure – open
source licenses – that assume that individual authors own, and thus have the right to “give away”, whatever they write.
While this works in the copyright system, it is incompatible with patents, since individual developers can no longer
assume that they own what they write, and can thus never know whether they have the right to “give it away” through
open source licenses. This is a subject of further research in the course of the on-going study.
Many commercial manufacturers are now disclosing sources under limited licensing schemes while making use of
substantial copyright protection. The variation of licensing schemes has much impact on the economic models used
and only some licenses lead to the much debated cost reduction that many people consider typical for open source
software. Source pricing and source disclosure are independent matters: open source software may even be quite
expensive in some cases. If that were not the case (in principle) the whole patenting system should be considered
irrelevant as such because it only protects users and producers of disclosed information.
8.6. Implications for education
Patent law requires that a patent should be non-obvious to a “person of ordinary skill in the art”. Note that this
skill regards a technical art and that the person is not expected to have any legal knowledge or ability to interpret the
legal meaning of a software patent. As already observed by Ullman [35], it is unclear what the technical background
of such a person should be: ranging from a self-educated programmer, via a bachelor or master in computer science
or software engineering, to a professional researcher in these areas. If we consider the Software Engineering Body
of Knowledge (SWEBOK [34]) as approved by IEEE, we are pretty sure that a person with that technical knowledge
is unable to read or interpret software patents let alone determine potential infringements. The patent-aware software
engineering life cycle (Section 3) also requires an increased level of awareness of software patents among software
engineers as well as the skills to turn this awareness into deeds.
It is clear that the current education of software engineers and the future requirements imposed by a patenting
system including software patents will be dramatic. As far as we aware, there is no curriculum worldwide that
is prepared for this. Governments should invest in the development of such curricula and in major retraining of
professional software engineers.
8.7. Implications for government-funded research
Software is developed in many research projects that are being funded by national governments. Most of these
project follow a traditional software life cycle that ignores patents. In order to avoid that governments become
vulnerable to extensive infringement claims, they should require that these projects switch to at least a patent-aware
software life cycle. This will require extensive additional funding for these projects.
8.8. Implications for the debate on software patents
The introduction of software patents in any form immediately raises the following questions:
a What constitutes prior art, and what is the status of existing programs.
b How to avoid trivial patents.
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c How to design a patent-based software engineering life cycle.
d How to design a patent aware life cycle (less crucial but economically vital).
In the recent debate in the EU we get the impression that the (recently rejected) directive “on the patentability of
computer-implemented inventions” (software patent directive), as it stands would lead to de-facto software patents
(in spite of the CII jargon) without the prerequisite clarification concerning the issues listed above, thus creating
unpredictable legal risks for many parties involved.
Amending the directive to such extent that there is no legal basis left for the protection of any software components
deprives manufacturing companies from legal means available to them now, and thereby introduces additional risks
just as well. This seems to lead to the position that neither the directive nor a version of it that cuts out any IPR
protection for software components (or against infringing software components) is a step forward.
The rejected proposal seemed to focus on software/hardware component specifications that constitute a vital part of
CII’s. The functional specification of a unit is given (as part of the proposed CII architecture) and then an infringement
may result by producing a software component that meets the specification even if the manufacturer has shown the
ability to implement the specification by means of the description of a piece of hardware. Thus some branches of
industry propose (understandably) a capability to provide this form of protection. Unfortunately, the resulting scope
of IPR and infringement protection has been insufficiently demarcated.
The modularization paradox. Some assume that by requiring that embodiments of a patent have effects that depend
on laws of nature (though excluding software as such) conceptual problems can be solved. This cannot be excluded
per se though it may get paradoxical as follows:
• One may describe an invention as an application in technology rather than dealing with laws of nature.
• One may consider computer programs as software and one may also consider software as belonging to technology.
• Now consider computer programs P and Q where Q provides a context within which P may work. On the one
hand P+ Q cannot be patented as it is ‘software as such’, on the other hand P may be patented because of the role
it may play in the context of Q (which is a technical context given the above assumptions).
Taking this observation to the extreme: in a context where software as such cannot be patented and technical
effects are required, one may be tempted to split a software invention into claimed components and stated components
where the stated components are part of the justification of the claimed components. Interestingly this introduces a
tendency to trivialize a patent description. More importantly, however, the whole state of affairs with P and P + Q
is conceptually inconsistent. Therefore the dogma that software as such cannot be patented and technical effects are
required make sense only in a setting where one assumes beforehand that a collection of software components never
represents a part of technology.
How to move ahead? Given the fact that world-wide a large number of de-facto software patents exist (even if a
jargon is used that suggests these patents to be of another nature) it is already important for the EU to initiate
substantial research and development for the clarification of the questions a–d mentioned above. On the basis of
such work technology can be developed that takes into account all existing patent databases. In successive stages
limited possibilities for the protection of
• software/hardware components specifications,
• software component implementations,
• software architectures,
• software processes (software engineering methods)
may be developed.
By doing this kind of work the EUwill possibly lead the way in sophisticated use of software patent databases while
at the same time preparing for patenting regulations that really work. In terms of software engineering these regulations
themselves are just some form of standard concerning the software process. It is clear that such a standard should only
be enforced if it has substantial informal backing and if the technology supporting it is sufficiently sophisticated.
We expect that in the long run software patents will indeed emerge and that this will lead to a wealth of supporting
technology. What is at stake here, is the risk that the EU misses the opportunity to leap ahead by developing
sophisticated legislation in which software is a first class citizen and also misses the opportunity to develop the
technology for supporting such legislation.
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That leads us to this position: a sophisticated patenting system for (categories of) computer software will enhance
software technology in the EU, provided that the considerations given here are addressed on a reasonably grand and
effective scale. Introduction of a software patenting system without these prerequisites in place will have disappointing
effects. The opposition against the proposed directive as well as its rejection in the parliament are a manifestation of
these disappointing effects.
8.9. Integrity axiom for software patent authors and owners
We recommend adding the following integrity axiom to the assumptions about software patents: every patent which
is either live or in the application phase expresses the views held by its authors and owners in the following way:
• The described invention did not conflict with prior art (in the most general sense of this expression) when it came
into existence and by definition has been so ever since.8 In addition, the patent is non-trivial at that same moment
in time.
• The patent authors rightly claim as professional software engineers the IPR for said invention.
• This IPR entitles them to economic revenues in an enforcible way.
• If the patent is owned by an organization that employs one or more of its authors, the relevant management layers
of this organization share the views stated above.
This axiom is non-obvious because filing a patent application is an action by some agent and the axiom is about
the mental state of that agent.
One might drop the integrity axiom in which case software patenting becomes some form of gaming not primarily
based on the meaning of the patents but rather on their tactical and dynamic properties. For instance, a company might
file a sequence of trivial patents just to exhaust the capacity of an economic opponent to effectively complain about
these applications in order to arrive at a stage where IPR can be claimed even if it is not justified in real terms. But
if the only way to get something out of patents would be along these lines we tend to agree with Knuth [25] that the
whole enterprise is flawed. The integrity axiom excludes tactical patenting which is not based on reliable facts. This
is very similar to scientific publications which are also supposed to adequately represent author’s views.
8.10. A research agenda for software patent research
Taking software patents seriously means designing patenting systems and studying their implications. Here are
some suggestions for a research agenda.
Current status of software patenting regimes. One should take into account at least what happens in the USA, the
EU, Japan, India and probably more. The Gauss database mentioned earlier is an example of such work. Here one
finds systematic investigation into the non-triviality and prior art violations of existing patents. We can imagine that a
patent monitor is developed which enables the public to systematically submit their opinions about existing patents.
In addition various forms of text-mining and cluster analysis can be employed to unlock the knowledge in the patent
databases.
Revision proposals concerning the various regimes. Several proposals have already been made for revising the various
regimes. These should be studied and compared in detail.
Designing possible software patenting regimes. There is no reason to believe that one unique software patenting
regime can be designed, assuming that one exists at all. Thus many different regimes should be investigated. For
each regime a set of questions has to be settled: what constitutes prior art, what is an infringement, how to define the
particular ‘patent speak’ and its semantics, definition of the appropriate life cycles, and so on.
An important step might be to develop a collection of hypothetical software patents, i.e., rewrites and perhaps
simplifications of the software development history in which known developments are ordered in such a way that
some steps can convincingly be patented. The historical development of computer software might even be simulated
in a game-like fashion in order to study the impact that some patents (had they existed) might have had.
8 US Patent Law requires a declaration from each applicant stating that “he believes himself to be the original and first inventor of the [technology]
for which he solicits a patent”.
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Collection of prior art. A crucial element in any patenting regime is the role of prior art. We propose to investigate
the possibilities for
• Formalizing prior art, i.e., all relevant knowledge about software. This would include patents, (non-) academic
publications, and any other relevant information.
• Formalizing the claims in patents, although it is unclear to what extent this is possible or even desirable. Although
ambiguity in patent claims can be harmful, some amount of ambiguity should be tolerated. One role for judges is
interpreting these ambiguities in light of technological developments that occurred after the claims were written,
and other changed circumstances. It would be difficult if not impossible to retain such ambiguity if patent claims
were formalized.
• Comparing formalized patent claims with formalized prior art.
• Automated searches for patent infringements in existing software, given formalized patent claims.
We believe that this research agenda can contribute to a revision of the patent system and may even lead to a form
of software patents that behave as intended: disseminate the knowledge about inventions and give rewards to true
inventors.
9. Conclusions, policy suggestions and further research
Our main conclusion is that patents are too important to be left to lawyers and economists and that the only way
to fully understand the ramifications of software patents on existing software engineering is to completely reinterpret
the patenting system from a software engineering perspective. This will require extensive study and will also create
competitive advantages for the EU.
9.1. Conclusions
1. Software is both human-readable and computer executable and this makes it unique among patentable artefacts.
The requirement that a patentable invention should make “a technical contribution” leads to unnatural descriptions
of software inventions and to inadequate claims.
2. There is a need for a patent life cycle that can be used to better understand the patenting process; in this paper we
propose such a life cycle. Since software developers work worldwide, the patent life cycle should abstract from
specific patenting regimes (EU, US, Japan).
3. We propose software life cycles that are patent-aware (defensive), patent-based (offensive), and IPR-based
(includes copyright, patents and secrecy). They are needed to reconcile software engineering practices with the
patenting system.
4. Adopting any patent-related software life cycle increases the costs of software development.
5. The fact that patenting of certain computer implemented inventions might be reasonable should be considered
independently from the implications of pure software patents. New forms for the protection of software inventions
should be studied.
9.2. Policy suggestions
We come to the following policy suggestions based on the analysis given in this paper:
1. The European Patent Office should require that patent applications mention all prior art (not only from the patent
literature but especially from sources outside the patent literature) that is known to the applicants. In practice,
disclosure or even awareness of prior art is avoided for legal reasons (see the discussion on “Chinese walls” in
Section 3). This is an undesirable situation since it undermines one of the primary roles of the patenting system:
acting as a knowledge dissemination mechanism.
2. A public effort should be launched to scrutinize (“garbage collect”) the European patent data base and look for
trivial software patents. Such a public validation phase should become part of the patent application procedure.
3. The sources on which prior art searches are based should be extended in the case of software patents; in particular
web-sites, mailing lists, and software source code should be permitted as sources of prior art.
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4. Governments should make major investments in designing patent-based curricula for software engineering and
computer science as well as in retraining programs for professional software engineers.
5. Governments should require that all software development that takes places in projects they fund follow the patent-
aware software life cycle. Otherwise, governments may become vulnerable to infringement claims.
6. Rejected trivial software patents are a tool for establishing prior art. The EU should launch collaborative efforts
to collect and categorize prior art in software engineering. This will lead to a defense against software patents
from outside the EU and it will also advance the level of knowledge and technology to effectively handle patent
information.
9.3. Further research
The IPR-based software life cycle already raises many fundamental questions that are not easy to answer:
• Is it possible to use these extended software life cycles in such a way that they comply with the major patenting
systems world wide?
• How can the software engineering knowledge that is hidden in the patent data bases be made accessible for software
engineers?
• Is it possible to a give an operational definition of a patent infringement that can be used by software engineers?
• For each of the phases of the software life cycle (requirements engineering, design, implementation, testing and
maintenance) the following questions should be answered:
– How is knowledge in this phase represented?
– Where can prior art for this phase be found?
– How can patent infringements in this phase be identified?
– How can patent infringements in this phase be resolved?
We expect that the answers to these questions will widely differ for each phase.
• What are the technical implications for software development when using these extended software life cycles?
• What are the economic implications of the extended software life cycles?
Taking software patents seriously means designing patenting systems and studying their implications for open
source software as well as for open standards. We believe that studying the following research questions can contribute
to a revision of the patent system and may even lead to a form of software patents that behave as intended: disseminate
the knowledge about inventions and give rewards to true inventors. We propose therefore to study the following
research questions, partly in the context of the current project:
• Knowledge extraction from current patent databases: how can the software engineering knowledge that is hidden
in the current patent databases be unlocked and be made available to the software engineering community?
• Prior art: how can knowledge about prior art in the domain of software engineering be described and formalized
in such a way that trivial patents can be avoided?
• New patent systems: Design a patent system with the following properties: (a) Patent applications are written as
a formal description of the claimed inventions; (b) Applications can be compared automatically with the patent
database; (c) Patents enable the automatic detection of infringements.
We expect as results from studying these questions:
• An approach for knowledge mining in patent databases.
• An approach to formal representation of software engineering knowledge.
• Techniques for the formal description of patents.
• Ideas for the design of new patent systems.
• Insights into the implications of software patents for open source software and open standards.
Research method. The Gauss database9 is an example of work aiming at the dissemination of knowledge about
software patents.
9 The reader is invited to inspect the Patent WIKI database at http://gauss.ffii.org/GaussFrontPage and do some searching. It includes all patents
issued by the European Patent Office. We can guarantee that there is some entertainment in this.
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Another public effort that is badly needed is to set up a searchable archive of prior art for software. Here one
finds the systematic investigation into the non-triviality and prior art violations of existing patents. It is desirable to
develop a patent monitor which enables the public to systematically submit their opinions about existing patents. In
addition various forms of text-mining and cluster analysis can be employed to unlock the knowledge in the patent
databases.
A crucial element in any patenting regime is the role of prior art. We propose to investigate the possibilities
for
• formalizing prior art, i.e., all relevant knowledge about software;
• formalizing the claims in patents;
• comparing formalized patent claims with formalized prior art;
• automated searches for patent infringements in existing software, given formalized patent claims.
Several proposals have already been made for revising the various regimes. These should be studied and compared
in detail.
There is no reason to believe that one unique software patenting regime can be designed, assuming that one exists
at all. Thus many different regimes should be investigated. For each regime a set of questions has to be settled: what
constitutes prior art, what is an infringement, how to define the particular ‘patent speak’ and its semantics, definition
of the appropriate life cycles, and so on.
An important step might be to develop a collection of hypothetical software patents, i.e., rewrites and perhaps
simplifications of the software development history in which known developments are ordered in such a way that
some steps can convincingly be patented. The historical development of computer software might even be simulated
in a game-like fashion in order to study the impact that some patents (had they existed) might have had.
Related research. Relevant are studies on legal and economic effects of patents. For economic effects we refer to [21,
11] and for legal aspects to [32,5].
A survey of the state of the practice of software patenting can be found in [17] and [26] gives a useful glossary for
patent searches. A Software Engineering Body of Knowledge can be found in [34].
A crucial observation is that the requirement that a patent should make a “technical contribution” is hard to
reconcile with software that lives in the realm of logical structures. In this way, software patents have to be expressed
in unnatural ways that lead to under-protection as well as over-protection of certain inventions.
This is eloquently described by Plotkin [30]; he proposes a complete reinterpretation of the patenting system
from a software perspective. His observation is that there are crucial differences between the invention, description
and patenting of electromechanical devices as compared to software programs. His key observation is that for
electromechanical devices apart from a functional design, deriving a physical structural design is hard and also
essential for obtaining patent protection. In the case of software, the logical structures described by the source code
are the end point of human invention: the step to their physical realization is fully automated. In [31] this view is
further elaborated.
Other interesting proposals exist for reforming the patent system or for providing other forms of legal protection
for software but, for reasons of brevity, they cannot be further discussed here. A concise summary of the history and
current status of software patentability can be found in [20]. A proposal for a “third paradigm” between copyright and
patents can be found in [18].
Although we have mostly argued for the elimination of trivial patents and do not draw the conclusion that software
patents are a bad idea under all circumstances, we cannot resist concluding this paper with a quote from the world-
famous Donald Knuth, professor emeritus from Stanford University, in a letter to the US Patent Office [25]:
The basic algorithmic ideas that people are now rushing to patent are so fundamental, the result threatens to
be like what would happen if we allowed authors to have patents on individual words and concepts. Novelists
or journalists would be unable to write stories unless their publishers had permission from the owners of the
words. Algorithms are exactly as basic to software as words are to writers, because they are the fundamental
building blocks needed to make interesting products. What would happen if individual lawyers could patent
their methods of defense, or if Supreme Court justices could patent their precedents?
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